Carney '74

Freshman orientation concluded

by Valerie Zuridis
Staff Reporter

Carney '74, the freshman orientation wrap-up, was held on the South Quad with its traditional outdoor picnic, dart throw, football toss, trivia game, and refreshments. The games at this year's carnival included the dart throw, football toss through a tire swing, a frisbee throw on irx distance, and accuracy and a water balloon toss. Popcorn, cotton candy, snow cones, and helium balloons were available. The Hash Brown Blues Band and WSND provided musical entertainment.

Highlighting the campus social was University President Father Theodore Hesburgh in his yearly address to the students. He expressed his thoughts on the Notre Dame students changing the world. "It is always a great feeling to stand on this mall and see so many of you, and I can't help but think that in this group there are people who are going to change the world," he commented.

Then Fr. Hesburgh recalled this past summer when freshman Boni Burton was killed in an auto accident. He told the crowd about a letter she had written to her parents last last semester.

"Last year was the greatest year in her life, because she could be herself. She didn't have to be a phony cookie-cutter type that was turned out by the dozen. She could be loved and cared for by a lot of people around her," he continued.

Fr. Hesburgh stressed Boni's thought of 'becoming somebody' as a theme for starting the year at Notre Dame. He told the students to "be somebody that is you, and somebody that is going to make the world a little bit different."

At the conclusion of his speech, Fr. Hesburgh said, "I like to think that this group of Notre Dame people is one of the great hopes as I look out to the world today with its million problems. All of those problems can be handled if each one of us tries to do something. You can change the world if you want to."

Student Body President Pat McLaughlin also made an appearance at Carney '74. A key point in his speech was that the Birch Bayh organization has said that students can register to vote in their home state and Indians as long as they vote in only one state per year. McLaughlin is also looking into housing students to Michigan and a wholesale food program for off-campus students. Also, a coffeehouse will tentatively open September 13 in LaFleur's Rathskellar.

The winners of the 1974 WSND "Name That Tune" contest were announced. First place was Mike "Tunes" Murphy, second Marge Meagher, and third Rob Slamski. Prizes were gift certificates to Gilbert's, Mark Grove and Mary Iden, co-chairmen for Carney '74, said the carnival went "surprisingly well. The weather held up and everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves," stated Iden.

Other activities in this year's orientation included movies and a concert at S当地人en, campus tours, activities day and activities night.

"The transfer program was more extensive," stated Grove. "A special off-campus housing office was set up to aid the transfers and also a breakfast and picnic."
from Monday, September 9, 1975 Dome, announced Monday photographer will be on campus Thursday, September 5. Fr. Terry can be obtained by contacting Jim community. among athletes with the hope that Early at 283-1434.

The Notre Dame chapter of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes to hold first meeting The Notre Dame chapter of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA) will hold its first meeting of the school year in Room 124 of the school year in Room 124 of Dome of the pose selected, and the dining halls form 5 to 6:30p.m. Appointments will be taken in Augie Grace, class president.

\

Senior pix for Dome

Chris Burger, senior editor of the 1975 Dome, announced Monday that senior pictures will be taken from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., and from 2 to 6 p.m. to complete photographing the senior class. Appointments will be taken in the dining halls form 5 to 6:30 p.m. this Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, or by calling 7288 between 7 and 9 the same evenings.

Burger also requested that all senior understand that in order to be included in the yearbook, all seniors must be photographed by September 13th. Seniors who have not yet been photographed will be charged a ten dollar fee. Seniors wishing to be rephotographed must pay three dollars. Those who have not as yet returned proofs should inform the Dome of the pose selected, and return the proofs to Delma Studios. All inquiries should be directed to Chris Burger at 7288.

ATTENTION FRESHMEN ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR FRESHMAN COLLOQUIUM TONIGHT 7:00 P.M. ENG. AUD. This Is Not Your Typical Dull Lecture Class Come & Find Out What An Enjoyable Class This Can Be
**Whale adopts Long Island home**

QUQUE, N.Y. (UPI) - Long Beach Louie, a rare 20-ton right Whale, apparently has decided he likes Long Island. The 35-foot whale was seen recently off the southern shore and, at one point, paced a playfull visit to the Quoque Surf Club.

The Coast Guard station at Shinnemoek Inlet reported Tuesday there at been numerous sightings of Long Beach Louie by yachtsmen and persons on shore, since Friday, when the whale was spotted as it swam northward into the inlet, beofoe retreating back to the open sea. The Coast Guard also reported that Louie apparently has acquired a faithful fanbase in the area, as equally mobile turtle that has been seen at the whale's side for several days.

Louie's most spectacular sighting came Sunday, when he was spotted near 100 feet offshore at the Quoque Surf Club. Lifeguards at first though him to be a shark and ordered nearby waters cleared of swimmers.

One of the sightseers, who was a whaler when he was younger, said Louie came up to the side of his boat, while he was out fishing, and remained for about an hour. Louie then returned to the ocean and began to swim around the bay, apparently enjoying the attention of the spectators.

Louie was first seen in the area in September, when a whale nudged northward in the seasonal whale migration but found the 118 miles of Long Island in his way. Now, the specialist are un­certain since the mammal seems to have declared the area near Shinnemoek his home.

The turtle sighted with the whale has been described as a leather­back and about 1000 pounds. Right Whales once were very common in northeastern waters, but today the herds were decimated by 19th century whaling and they now are considered an endangered species under federal law.

---

**Hitchhiking for girls sometimes fatal**

by David Smothers
UPI Senior Editor

The girl standing on the shoulder of the road may be thumbing her way to rape or even death.

In many areas—particularly around college towns—hitchhiking by girls is almost the in thing to do. It is a cheap way to get around. For pretty girls, it's easy. It can be a safe Barbara Flanney that it can also be exciting.

Sure, bad things can happen, the reason seems to go. But it won't happen to me. Maybe not. "But hitchhiking is the major avenue to rape now," according to Ralph Page, a spokesman for the Dade County, Fla. sheriff's office. Too often, he said, offers "Wind up with the end results of hitchhiking, which frequently is a girl in a field beaten, sexually molested, and sometimes dead."

---

**Food rated "fair"**

**Food survey results released**

by Bob Radziewicz
Staff Reporter

The quality of food served at University dining halls last year received a rating of "fair" in a survey taken by the Food Service Advisory Committee.

The flavor of food failed to satisfy most students, who also rated and also received a "fair" rating. The most frequent complaint is lack of variety in the nature of the food. Phyllis Roose, dining halls director, pointed out that constant heating tended to dry food out. However, servers have been equipped with thermometers to insure that the food is warm.

Director of Food Services Edmund T. Price further discussed the difficulty in keeping food "hot" to suit all tastes.

"Change of pace" meals received the best remarks on the survey. Price strongly favored these special dinners, calling them an "innovation in food." Roose announced plans for a "Russian Night," and "Discover America Dinner" this semester, along with three steak nights.

With wholesal food costs up 17 percent in the last year, Price emphasized the need for food economy. Roose added that while no one should deprive themselves of a quality meal, wasted food only hurts the students.

---

**InPIRG reveals yearly activities**

by Mait Yokum
Staff Reporter

InPIRG Treasurer Mark Clark yesterday estimated that 13,000 to 15,000 dollars had been contributed to the group via the three dollar addition to student tuition bills.

Clark stated that this constituted about a 70 percent increase from the student body.

This contribution will go to InPIRG state headquarters in Indianapolis. Most of these funds will be used for legal fees and for the statewide staff.

$1,500 to $2,000 will be funneled back to Notre Dame InPIRG and will be used primarily for communication, transportation, printing and office expenses.

InPIRG, Indiana Public Interest Research Group, is basically a student organization interested in the blocking of the legalization of phosphate detergents in Indiana and the lowering of the state drinking age.

The Notre Dame branch of InPIRG has also been involved in grocery price survey. Since the beginning of the semester InPIRG has been encouraging greater student involvement through booths at registration and at Activities Night.

Clars estimated that 45 to 70 people signed up to participate. He added they will also be contacting faculty members by letter asking for their support and involvement.

---

**The observer**

**Wednesday, September 4, 1974**
Seniors Barred

In a sense, the Senior Bar should be referred to as a Senior Club. Unlike a Nickie's or Corby's, it could offer a unique and special place for seniors to share during their final year. The Club could offer more than a place for knock-down drunk but rather a place for entertainment, informal meetings with teachers and friends or a simple place to relax.

But Student Affairs should not include complete control of the Bar in their acceptance of its supervision. Members of the senior class can police their own backyard and should be granted that responsibility. For example, an arrangement with a Student Affairs officer such as Dr. Robert Ackerman, who has past student-relations experience as Student Activities Director, to supervise the senior class management of the Bar would be an effective working relationship.

Use of the Bar has always been challenged. However, to deny this senior class the chance to affect solid changes with the cooperation of Student Affairs would be unjust. Student Affairs' assumption of this responsibility would be a sense to a part of their constituency and could prove a worthy example to the rest.

Tom Drape

Passions of the moon

"These days I seem to think a lot About the things I forgot to do. And all the times that I've had the chance to." 

Jackson Browne

Soon, the candles at the grotto will begin to burn in bonfire proportions, as will the minds and souls of the people who turn to inner contemplation and thought. They head down to the lakes, or to some quiet spot where they can sit and think and not be found. It's not so much a choice that they make (I think I need some time to think things out) but an urge from the deep darkness within their soul that takes them off to be alone.

The feeling of insecurity, the change in spirits, the atmosphere of shifting expectations and re-directed journeys begin to take root again. They return with seasonal regularity, like the swallows to Capistrano, or like animals to their wintering ground. Like the circular passages of the moon.

There is a pattern detectable in the coming of these moments. Arriving first is a sensation, a tingling. The feeling that one gets when all is not quite right. There are commitments, promises that can not, should not be fulfilled.

For some the feelings relate to friends and lovers. For others it is a feeling about their life, their choices of paths that they will walk. Second come the strange new visions. They arrive with a swift-ness of raiders. Sitting in a room with friends, at a meal, alone or out walking when suddenly these alien eyes find their place and settle in for a long troublesome stay. It is a disjointed, alien sensation. There are nothing but questions arising from these new inhabitants. "What am I doing here? How can I have anything to do with me? Where is this place on the road I am traveling?"

After that, it is only a matter of time before we begin to balance, to register these new impressions with the old. To pass judgement with what we have viewed from the new perspective.

One wishes from the outset that these visions would leave. If there was a way to remove them, to push them out forever, that supplication would be put into use at the outset. But they won't leave, because these new visions are as much a part of your life and your being as surely you were born with. Though these eyes are uncomfortable and refuse to slide easily into the old sockets, we must find a way to reconcile oursevles with them, to make a peace of some sort before they bring on impossible craziness.

Perhaps, if, in the rites of society we could institute a festival, a grand rite to celebrate the end of this time. A rite that would recognize these visions of change and let them go on their way.

Children are told that these traumas, these pains, are all a part of "growing up". Which is a bit sad because these words imply that after we are "grown up" there is no need to retain the ability to carry through the changes. To lose that ability, to stop expecting the feelings of insecurity, worst of all to stop feeling that anything to do with 

It is coming upon autumn now. A time of glorious death and the promise of new birth in the spring. The trees willingly give up their leaves, even though they have become more colorful and beautiful than ever. No questions asked, it's time to give these things up.

Change is a good part of life, something that visits with the regularity of the passions of the moon.
As far as this tour, we did one for the orphans, one for the chickens. This one's for cash.

Stephen Stills
Spring 1974

though he was joking when he said it, it is easy to see why many people take that remark seriously. Before the summer tour gross nearly ten million dollars, over the successful tour in musical history.'

Of course there is also the thought of the ten million to tide you over the minor flare-ups. However, CSNY seem about as sincere as anyone could be in such a situation when they claim its the music that counts. Stills says: 'It's the best goddam money any of us has ever played - and we all knew it.'

Finallly Neil Young has this to say, taken from his exclusive three sentence interviews in Rolling Stone: 'I've nothing of fun and games, it's not an even more bitter

The irony of the tour is that before this year at least, CSNY never had a reputation for being that good a live group. When they first were on tour in 1970 they would try to duplicate the three-part harmonies heard on record and always failed miserably. Also they couldn't seem to get the four guitars to work together. Of Four Way Street which I supposed to be a collection of their best live work Stills said, 'I hated Four Way Street. I was embarrassed to put my name on that record. It was atrocious.'

I saw CSNY in concert this summer, and you other 199 people feel jealous) in Dallas, July 31, traveling 300 miles to get there. The concert was held at Texas Stadium (yes, the one with the hole in the top) before a crowd of at least 40,000 people. CSNY all prefer to play in smaller halls instead of 'blimp hangers' as Crosby calls the stadiums and speedways, but they felt it was the only way to satisfy the great demand for tickets. The concert lasted three hours and while it was one of their shorter ones, it was still too long according to some that left early. By the end of one fifth of the audience had left and personally I felt numb and not very inspired. The concert didn't have the energy to distinguish the group has for theatre rock (Stills: 'I wouldn't even stay in the same hotel as the New York Dolls') and as a reaction to this they consciously avoid building to any peaks and instead 'play what they feel' (unfortunately in Dallas this did not include 'Suite: Judy Blue Eyes') which I am told was the highlight of many other concerts.

It was festival seating and I spent the first part of the concert down in the not ten yards away from the elevated stage. However after about an hour of this mingling with the 'Quadrool freaks', what Crosby calls people who sit in front, I went up to be with the human beings that were there.

The impressions I carried away from the concert were away from the not at all always up to my expectations. There were a number of things to be admired. For one the musicianship of the group is excellent. Two of Stills' numbers 'Love the One you're With,' and 'Black Queen' were done elec-trically with a power that I doubt anyone thought those songs possessed. Also provided with help from the other three on harmony, (in one of the few times the harmony worked) the best ever version of McCartney's 'Blackbird.'

Crosby's voice is still clear and pure, something you can't say anymore about Nash or Stills. Nash provided two of the highlights of the concert with an emotional version of 'Southbound Train' and a beautiful as yet untitled love song which could be the 'Our House' of the new CSNY album. And Young dominated the stage in a performance that has to be felt to be appreciated.

However, there were also a number of things wrong. Nash, except for the above mentioned moments, was outstandingly mediocritous. Also songs act on the past few years simply do not stand with the other's efforts and even his own CSNY work. And listen to the songs the other three did during their respective solo parts. Young did 'Cowgirl in the Town' and 'Old Man' from 'Harvest' an album of two years back, Stills did 'Change Partners,' 'Know You Got to Run' and 'Work Game' which he has used for his solo spot at least three years. And Crosby did 'Triad' and 'Lee Shore' which is straight out of 'Four Way Street.' In short, what they seem to be admitting is that nothing much has been happening lately.

This would not be so disconcerting except the new material presented at the concert was not the level one might expect. Young's 'Don't Be Denied' was very good and 'Human Highway' had some possibilities but 'Love Hard Blues' sounded like someone trying to write like Neil Young used to. Stills did two Latin flavoured rockers which seem to contain his old energy but little of his melodic inventiveness. Crosby attempted one new song 'Carry Me' which was so trivial it's almost non-descript. Nash also did but one new song mentioned above, and when the time came in the final electric set for him to do a new song like the others had instead we got another rendition of 'Pre-dawns.'

What I am trying to say in all this is while the tour proved what a supreme position CSNY had in folk-rock, it still remains to be seen whether they can replace themselves. In other words, just how viable is CSNY as a functioning group?

It takes a certain amount of courage to do this, and many people close. The Beatles say it is their fear of failure doing what CSNY is attempting that is keeping them apart.

At any rate, an album tentatively called 'Human Highway' is planned for production this fall. They say it should contain about 14 songs, most of them by Neil Young.

After that the future of CSNY is again cloudy. 'My guess,' Crosby says, 'is that we won't stay together. We'll make an album and not stay together.' Some of the best moments in popular music belong to them. Let's hope the magic keeps coming.

odd man out

Timoth Walsh

The church stood quietly on the corner of Cincinnati Avenue and Second Street, as if it were an old man sitting in a small, empty room. It was a Sunday, and a small crowd had gathered to pray. It was the same prayer that had been repeated for centuries, and the same crowd that had gathered for centuries. It was the same crowd that had gathered for centuries.

And Nash talking about Young, 'He has gotten, from my own viewpoint, to gain a greater understanding of the business and art. And we are all four of us very, very dedicated to our art form.'

We have been playing these last four years and making millions of dollars, I think we could have continued for a couple years but we didn't because we couldn't stand each other.'

Everyone has reasons why the plain plans work out this time.

Crosby, however, has lessened the pressure between us. I'm knocked out with how good partners we're being and how hard everyone's trying.'

Stills: 'I'll do anything I can to make it work. I don't want to be the pusher this time.'
Dean begins prison sentence

WASHINGTON UPI - John W. Dean III went to prison Tuesday for his role in the conspiracy to cover up the Watergate bugging scandal - a plot in which he conceded Richard Nixon himself was prime mover.

Wearing dark glasses and surrounded by a half-dozen federal marshals, Dean surrendered at the U.S. courthouse where, in a few weeks time, he will be a prosecution witness at the cover-up trial of six former White House colleagues accused of conspiring to hush up the scandal. He had nothing to say to a swarm of reporters and photographers who had waited six hours in a sweltering Washington sun for him to arrive. His words were barely audible when asked if he felt today's proceedings were the waning days of the campaign.

Patron cards for the first will be entitled to a film booklet containing reviews of the series' films. These will be available at the box office of The Stranger, Sept. 9 and 10. Admission to a single film will be $1.00 throughout the series.

Dean has been guarding the Deans at their $100,000 dollar hilltop home near Beverly Hills, California, for months. Disbarred from practicing law as a result of his plea of guilty to a felony, Dean has turned to writing and reportedly has nearly finished a novel of Washington politics.

Close Nevada primaries decides nominations

RENO, Nev. UPI - Former Gov. Paul Laxalt, who led a party sweep in 1966, Tuesday was favored to win the Republican nomination for the seat being vacated by retiring Democratic Sen. Alan Bible in the Nevada primary election.

Officials predict 38 percent of the 222,000 eligible voters would turn out. The weather was hot and fair, but some afternoon downpours were forecast.

Laxalt, now a hotel-casino owner in Carson City and an attorney, caused some grumbling among the party faithful when he decided to bow out of politics after one term as governor, but he figures to win the nomination over Sam Cavnar and James Talbert, both of Las Vegas.

On the Democratic side, Maya Miller, an oil millionaire who favors cutting the depletion allowance to all companies, battled Lt. Gov. Harry Reid and tax consultant Dan Miller. Reid was favored but some observers said Mrs. Miller was closing strong in the waning days of the campaign.

SCHOLASTIC STUDENT MAGAZINE

General Meeting
Tonight 9 pm
4th floor LaFortune
All old and new personnel invited. We need people for all positions

rock 'n roll lives
as student union presents

SHA NA NA
special guest: Fresh Flavor

Saturday, Sept. 28, 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $5.50, $4.50, $3.00

ON SALE: TODAY from 9 to 5, ACC Ticket Office, (gate 10) and from 1 to 5:00 Student Union Ticket Office (LaFortune Student Center).
Ford delays amnesty decision

WASHINGTON UPI - President Ford has postponed until possibly early next week a decision on how to offer conditional amnesty to military deserters and draft evaders, the White House reported Tuesday.

Press Secretary J.F. terHoff told reporters that Ford had hoped to reach a decision this week, but decided to confer further with Pentagon and Justice Department officials. "He also refined his thinking," said terHoff. "He has some ideas of his own."

"If asked, the President might be reflecting on his own pluses of leniency toward war resisters," terHoff replied. "Absolutely not."

Signs bill

Ford increases solar use

WASHINGTON UPI - President Ford has signed Bills Tuesday designed to increase the use of energy from the sun and rain, from host sources deep inside the earth.

In his first bill, the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974, Ford authorized a program under two government agencies to test the feasibility of using solar energy. The law also substitutes for conventional fuels.

Maddox defeated

ATLANTA UPI - Flamboyant Governor Jimmy Carter's lieutenant governor, Steve Maddox, lost his bid to become Georgia governor Tuesday afternoon in a stunning upset by veteran state legislator George Busbee for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination.

Maddox, who served as governor from 1967 to 1971 and now is lieutenant governor, faced veteran state legislator George Busbee for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination.

Busbee, who also served in the Georgia House of Representatives, faces veteran Democrat and state official. He won the Democratic nomination again after 1967.

Science hall renovated

by Dan Cofall

Staff Reporter

The renovation of St. Mary's Science Building is near completion.

An old apartment was converted to an advanced chemistry lab which raises the total number of chemistry labs to four. This, in conjunction with the increased storage room which allows adequate space for instruments, has relieved some of the pressure caused by the large departmental enrollment since 1967.

There is also a threefold increase in the micro-biology preparation room facilities, a 24 percent increase in the micro-biology lab and a completely new lab for general biology. Also, an older classroom was converted into office space for the professors and audio-visual facilities. Other additions were the installation of sound systems and of blackout curtains and the purchase of a Honeywell 450 computer which serves the Biology Department.

Another improvement is the addition of a fine arts and sculpture department, which is also a part of the new science building.

Take the Greyhound to Chicago, Non-Stop from Notre Dame

Every Friday at 4:40 P.M. the Greyhound goes non-stop from Notre Dame Circle to Chicago.

Call Tom Boyer 272-1807 for information & reservations

Sunshine Promotions Presents

and Special Guest

Dave Loggins

Saturday, Sept. 17 - 7:30 P.M.

NORE DAME

Athletic and Convocation Center

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT GATE.

AND CONCESSION CENTER

SOLD TO: ROBERTSON'S SOUTH BEND ST. JOE BANK AND BRANCH NOTRE DAME TOWN, AND ELKHART TRUTH.

FOR MAIL ORDER: State number & price of tickets desired. Make check or money order payable to N.D. Van Morrison. Send to Van Morrison Show, A.C.C. office, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.

Sunshine Promotions Presents

Van Morrison

Saturday, Sept. 17 - 7:30 P.M.

Take the Greyhound to Chicago, Non-Stop from Notre Dame Circle.
Athletics, academics; even mix for Reggie Barnett

Pressure doesn't bother Reggie Barnett. "I took it," he says.

It was on the 5-11, 181-pound quarterback from Flint, Mich., in his third season as a starting defensive back for Notre Dame, says "concentration and expectations" avert any pressure. Despite his role in the Fighting Irish has enjoyed during the past two years, Barnett still considers himself "more of a student than an athlete.

"I'm taking all these hours this semester," he says, "and if everything goes according to our plan, I'll receive my master's degree in economics this spring.

"I took heavy loads during my freshman and sophomore years, but I was burned out my junior year. Now I have lessened the burden of work."

Steve Euvino

Student Managers

Editor's note: Steve Euvino is a junior at Notre Dame and also a student manager. He is presently assisting in recruiting freshman managers for the upcoming '74-'75 athletic season. What follows in intended to give the reader some conception of what a manager's responsibilities are.

Freshmen entering Notre Dame are special people. One look at their high school record shows that some were valedictorians, some class officers, others: the editors of school newspapers and yearbooks, or the captains of various teams. In the main, they want to build on their talents. While only a small part of their education takes place in the gymnasium, it is an important part of their education - the extracurricular activities at Notre Dame. They see four years spent in the dorm as a waste of time and money. Notre Dame is specializing in their talents. While only a small part of their education takes place in the gymnasium, it is an important part of their education - the extracurricular activities at Notre Dame. They see four years spent in the dorm as a waste of time and money. Notre Dame is specializing in their talents.

Managers work only with the coaches but also with the athletic business directors. College sports today is big business and student managers have had to adjust to the increasing demands. It is an education in itself to see the efficiency of a modern athletic department.

To most, the image of a manager is limited to football. The Notre Dame Student Managers Organization works with all varsity sports, including football, baseball, basketball, soccer, tennis, swimming, track, cross country, and baseball. A manager gets a well-rounded view of all these different teams. Working these different sports provides a chance for a manager who may prefer to work hockey or basketball.

Shumate in hospital with blood clots

John Shumate, starting center and leading scorer of Notre Dame's National Basketball Association team, is in the hospital with blood clots. John Shumate, starting center and leading scorer of Notre Dame's National Basketball Association team, is in the hospital with blood clots.

According to Sun team physician Paul Barnett, the big center has undergone a lung scan last Tuesday when he first complained of chest pains. The scan showed that a clot had formed in his leg three years ago. He has been bothered with the disorder in the past, and is trying to eliminate the clotting tendency of his leg.

"His condition had deteriorated," Barnett said. "He is in hospital under a doctor's care."

Shumate is "in no immediate danger," explained Steingard. "He is in a hospital, but we are not sure of his condition."

Larry Cox, the Phoenix Gazette, added that Shumate would be out of action this week. According to Cox, Shumate is recovering from an outstanding preseason and was expected to add to the team's best effort on the court by bringing his scoring touch.

"So took her advice, and here I am says Barnett.

Hockey Tryouts

The Notre Dame hockey team will open October 3 with a two-game away series with the Wisconsin Badgers. Head coach LeRoy Smith announced that all students interested in trying out for the hockey team should attend a meeting tonight, September 4, in the ACC Auditorium near Gate 2 at 7:30.